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HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY 
 

ABOUT THE SCHOOL 
The Divers Institute of Technology (DIT) has been training professional commercial divers since 1968. Since our inception, we have 
continually produced well-educated and hard-working divers. Our graduates are working all over the world in nearly every aspect of 
commercial diving. We pride ourselves on being one of the diving schools known around the globe for our quality graduates. 
 
OUR HISTORY 
After determining that the growing demand for commercial divers, construction technicians, and support personnel could be met with 
standardized training, the Divers Institute of Technology in Seattle, Washington, was founded in 1968. Since its inception, DIT has had 
one goal: To ensure that all apprentice divers hold the essential, core skills necessary to compete in the commercial diving industry, 
whether it’s in the inland or the offshore sector. 
 
By the late 1970’s, the United States inland infrastructure-bridges, dams, water works, nuclear waste treatment facilities, power plants, 
and port facilities began to show their age and need for inspection and repair. DIT incorporated the unique requirements of the inland 
diving community into the curriculum. Subjects such as Hazardous Materials Handling and Removal were brought on board. Welding 
and Cutting were expanded, and photography and underwater closed-circuit television were added. Hydraulic-Tool Training, a new 
technology, was also added. Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs) were introduced for both offshore and inland requirements in the mid 
80’s. By 1990 DIT had expanded its original four-month course to today’s seven-month training schedule.  
 
One of our largest milestones occurred in September 2003 when our training program was recognized by the Diver Certification Board 
of Canada as complying with the CSA Z275.4-02. This certification allows our students to work for international companies. We are 
proud to be the first U.S. school to achieve this approval and continue to maintain our curriculum according to these international 
standards. 
 
DIT is privately owned by Bruce Banks and Jamestown Marine Services. 
 
MISSION AND TRAINING PHILOSOPHY  
Divers Institute of Technology’s mission is to provide advanced technical training that produces the most qualified, skilled professionals 
in the constantly evolving underwater marine industry. 
 
The course of instruction at DIT is built upon two uncompromising principles designed to benefit you. The first principle is that you will 
be trained in all phases of commercial diving, with an unyielding commitment to safety. It is our belief that student safety during training 
is of foremost importance. Our program is designed to train and test each student’s abilities, resourcefulness and capability to ensure 
achievement. 
 
The second is that you will prepare for gainful employment and advancement in the commercial diving industry. The training you’ll 
receive with us will prepare you to enter the commercial diving industry with confidence and the required professional expertise to meet 
the many demands confronting a commercial diver today and in the future. You’ll be prepared not only for job entry, but for career 
advancement as well. 
 
You will also train in the natural environment, meaning you’ll learn to dive primarily in open water. This is a valuable advantage. In 
addition, you don’t have to be a scuba diver to enroll. This means you can begin your commercial diver training in our next available 
class. 
 
At the Divers Institute of Technology, you will find the unbeatable combination of recognition of international standards, dive training 
expertise, commitment to safety, and worldwide industry connections. Dive into success, call today! 
 
STRAIGHT TALK ON COMMERCIAL DIVING 
 

Welcome to the exciting world of commercial diving. This is your introduction to a unique, diverse and independent industry known to 
few outsiders. Please take time to read through this overview in order to gain a better understanding of the industry and what it will take 
to become a successful commercial diver. 
 
Success in the commercial diving industry requires a positive mental attitude, strong mechanical aptitude, the ability to work well in a 
team environment, and the desire to succeed in a challenging and dynamic environment. Most successful divers are individuals who 
readily adapt to their surroundings and who can accomplish difficult tasks under adverse conditions. 
 
As a certified commercial diver you will have the opportunity to work both offshore and inland, supporting a variety of industries such as 
petroleum production, underwater construction, utilities, shipbuilding and salvage. 
 
OFFSHORE DIVING primarily supports the oil and gas industry and is concentrated, in the United States, in the waters of the Gulf of 
Mexico. In fact, Texas and Louisiana provide the majority of the commercial diving opportunities in the US today. Opportunities, 
however, are certainly not limited to US waters or companies. Offshore divers support the oil and natural gas industry in regions such 
as Mexico, Southeast Asia, West Africa, India and the North Sea. Offshore dives can range from a few feet to over 1,000 feet. Deep 
diving requires sophisticated surface support equipment operated by well-trained crews of topside support personnel and technicians. 
Offshore deep dives are often done utilizing a mixture of helium and oxygen. However, a considerable amount of offshore diving is 
done in depths of less than 180 feet, employing standard surface-supplied air diving techniques. Typically you will begin your diving 
career at the shallower depths, and as your experience increases you can make the transition to greater depths. 
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Graduates of the Divers Institute of Technology (DIT) generally start their careers as tenders (topside support personnel) and are 
usually restricted to surface work for the first six months of their career. After gaining valuable experience and proving their capabilities, 
tenders then start working as diver/tenders. After a period of months that varies according to each company’s break-out structure, a 
diver/tender will “break out” as a full-fledged diver. Ambition and conscientious effort on and off the job is what determines the success 
of an offshore commercial diver. 
 
INLAND DIVING is conducted in coastal and inland waterways, lakes, rivers, harbors, shallow coastal areas, nuclear power plants and 
potable water systems. Inland divers can even work in compressed air environments alongside miners for tunneling projects that use 
Tunnel Boring Machines. Like offshore diving the depths vary but are generally shallower. Graduates will begin as tenders; however, 
the progression to tender/diver and then to diver can be much shorter than offshore diving. Projects are diverse and challenging. Inland 
projects include bridge and dam inspection, maintenance and repair, waterfront facilities demolition and construction (i.e. seaports, 
hydroelectric plants, mooring buoys, etc.), pier pile repair, sewer outfall installation, maintenance and repair, hydrographic surveys, fiber 
optic cable installation and inspection, tsunami warning systems installation, maintenance and repair, underwater concrete placement 
for bridge footings, anchoring systems, ship’s husbandry, salvage and much more. 
 
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU 
 

Upon graduation from the Divers Institute of Technology you will possess all the requisite knowledge, skills and most importantly the 
required certifications to successfully pursue your dream of being a commercial diver anywhere in the world!  
 
DIT is dedicated to offering current, safe, and realistic professional commercial dive training. Our expert and experienced instruction 
provides our students the advantage necessary for achieving success in the diving industry. To be the best – train with the best! 
 
GET STARTED IN COMMERCIAL DIVING 
 
If commercial diving sounds like the career for you, you could be on your way to your first commercial diving job after our 
comprehensive seven-month training program. We invite you to tour our facilities, observe the students in action, talk to students and 
staff, go aboard our barges and vessels, and let us answer all of your questions.  
 
ADMISSION APPLICATION 
Qualified applicants are invited to apply by first completing an application, which includes the admission application and an official copy 
of your High School Diploma or GED, and submitting it to the school with the required $50 application fee. DIT waives the application 
fee for active duty military and veterans in gratitude for your service. Your Admissions Representative will provide you with the 
application materials and discuss available class start dates with you. You must choose your class date preference on your application. 
Applicants must complete an interview with an Admissions Representative. 
 
AGE 
Applicants must be 18 years of age or older. If under 18, an applicant must have parental consent and must be 18 years old by the 
expected graduation date. 
 
EDUCATION 
Applicants must possess a high school diploma, or a recognized equivalent (GED) & submit a copy with their application. 
 
LANGUAGE 
DIT is authorized under Federal Law to enroll non-immigrant alien students. For safety reasons, all students must be proficient in the 
ability to speak, read, and write in English. 
 
PREVIOUS DIVE AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Applicants do not need to be certified SCUBA divers in order to be accepted at DIT. However, students must be experienced swimmers 
and be comfortable in the water.  
 
Due to the unique nature of our training courses, as well as a firm commitment to upholding the highest safety standards, it is 
uncommon for DIT to grant credit for prior education or experience. However, any student that enrolls that does have prior education or 
experience in the commercial diving field will be asked to submit transcripts (and/or) dive logs from other Diver Certification Board of 
Canada (DCBC)-accredited institutions. The Director of Training (DOT) or Assistant Director of Training (ADOT) will evaluate previous 
transcripts in reference to criteria set forth in CSA Z-275.5 when determining which credits/components (e.g., corresponding depth / 
bottom times) may be recognized at DIT. 
 
HEALTH 
Because of the rigorous physical demands on divers, applicants must be in good health and willing to devote a great deal of effort 
toward maintaining their health and physical condition, including adherence to ADCI weight standards. Your Admissions Representative 
can advise you on the specific requirements. 
 
COVID-19 POLICIES: See website https://www.diversinstitute.edu/ for DIT’s most current masking/vaccination/safety requirements.  
 
Violation of DIT’s drug and alcohol policy will result in the student’s termination from the program and violations of applicable 
drug and alcohol policies would similarly affect the individual in their future employment in the diving industry. Applicants 
should carefully consider drug and alcohol compliance both for purposes of participation in this program and for the purpose 
of a future career. 
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PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 
Applicants are required to undergo a physical examination according to ADCI standards, utilizing the forms provided by the Divers 
Institute of Technology. Applicants should contact the Admissions Department for instructions on where and when to complete their 
physical.  If your application is rejected because of physical disqualifications on your initial dive physical, all monies paid to DIT will be 
refunded. NOTE: Once your initial dive physical is cleared & you begin training, withdrawals or terminations for any other reason will 
follow the school’s refund policy as detailed on p. 11-12 of this catalog.  
 
When completing the medical form, follow the instructions very carefully and be factual. Provide pertinent details in the “Details” 
sections of the form. If appropriate, seek the assistance of your parents and your physician. If you have a history of spinal injury, back 
problems, or head injuries, this aspect of your physical condition should be examined and reviewed carefully by a dive physician. 
Medications, over the counter and prescription, act differently under pressure. For this reason, it is imperative that you fully disclose all 
medications you are taking to both your Admissions Representative and your physician.  The importance of completing the medical 
history form accurately cannot be over-stressed. 
 
In a few isolated cases, individuals have omitted pertinent medical history information, which later prevented them from training at DIT 
or obtaining employment as a diver. Don’t let this happen to you. Remember, you also will have to undergo an extremely rigid physical 
examination prior to being hired by any of the large diving companies. 
 
CHAMBER TESTS 
Pressure tests are conducted during the fourth week of school. There have been very few cases of students not being able to pass the 
pressure test because of physical difficulty. Students unable to pass the pressure test cannot continue training. If the inability to pass 
the test is confirmed by a physician, all tuition payments made will be refunded. 
 
If you have any trouble equalizing pressure in your ears or sinuses, or if you experience unusual discomfort when flying or swimming  
to the bottom of a swimming pool, you are encouraged to visit a hyperbaric physician prior to starting school.  
 
VISION, CONTACT LENSES AND DIVING 
There is a common problem among divers who wear tight-fitting hard contact lenses. The use of hard contact lenses in the hyperbaric 
environment can cause injury to the cornea. The injury causes discomfort and temporary visual impairment, and the cornea of the eye 
can become prone to infections. Check with your ophthalmologist or with the school regarding the advisability of having your lenses 
“fenestrated” (this process involves drilling the lenses to equalize pressure). Alternative and preferred solutions are the use of soft 
contact lenses, conventional lenses mounted in a mask, or a correction ground into the faceplate. 
 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
Successful applicants should possess the following traits: good mechanical ability, good math skills, the ability to work well with their 
hands and a cooperative attitude when working with other people. 
 
FOREIGN STUDENTS 
 

The Divers Institute of Technology trains strictly to the standards set forth by the Canadian Standards Authority (CSA) and administered 
by the Divers Certification Board of Canada (DCBC). These standards taught at Divers Institute meet and exceed the consensus 
standards of the Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) and are accepted worldwide. Classes are conducted in English. 
Students must be sufficiently proficient in the English language to be able to comprehend and discuss technical terms and applications 
as they apply to commercial diving. DIT uses an outside accredited agency (Foundation for International Services 
https://www.fis-web.com/) to evaluate any foreign high school diplomas for equivalency to a U.S. diploma/GED. When 
determined eligible and accepted to attend DIT, a certificate of eligibility (I-20 Student Visa Application) will be mailed directly to you. 
Please contact your DIT Admissions Representative for further information. 
 
NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICIES 
 

The Divers Institute of Technology will not deny admission to or otherwise discriminate against any individual on any legally recognized 
basis under federal, state or local law including but not limited to: race, color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, 
veteran or military status, or disability status as a disabled veteran or a Vietnam era veteran. DIT complies with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act and does not discriminate against or deny admission to qualified individuals with disabilities, including the presence of 
any sensory, mental or physical disability or the use of a trained guide dog or service animal by a person with a disability, unless such 
disability is determined by a medical authority cognizant to render an individual not physically qualified to complete our professional 
commercial diving course. This policy applies to both our admissions practices and our educational programs. Students with disabilities 
who are determined as physically qualified to enroll in our program may request reasonable accommodations for disabilities from the 
Director of Training or the Assistant Director of Training. DIT will work with students to provide reasonable accommodations for 
students with disabilities within the scope of our training program and safety procedures. DIT complies with federal Title IX policies. Title 
IX policies & contacts are available on DIT’s website: https://www.diversinstitute.edu/programs/commercial-diver/disclosures/. The Title 
IX Coordinator is Michelle Perrigo, titleix@diversinstitute.edu or 206-783-5542. 
 
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT  
Our facilities include 28,732 square feet of dock and land-based facilities for water access, moorage of floating craft and submerged 
diving projects, plus over 12,083 square feet of classroom and office areas. From our dive vessel, the M/V Response, we have access 
to dive training sites to 215 feet deep in freshwater lakes and in the Puget Sound. In addition, the school utilizes several sites 
throughout the Puget Sound for surface supplied dives at various depths and to expose the students to various in-water environments. 
DIT also utilizes a closed pool at the beginning of SCUBA training to ensure student safety.  
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In these facilities, which include two hyperbaric chambers, DIT students use up-to-date commercial equipment including Kirby Morgan, 
Desco and Gorski helmets, band masks and hot water suits, as well as underwater welding and burning equipment, video cameras, 
hydraulic tools, magnetic particle yokes and other gear and tools. 
 
PROFESSIONAL COMMERCIAL DIVING COURSE  
 

DIT’s objective is to qualify its graduates to enter the commercial diving industry as entry-level divers and tenders. Our curriculum is 
designed to prepare graduates for gainful employment in all aspects of commercial diving. We train our graduates to be of real value to 
their employers, not only while they are in the water, but on deck as well. The diversity of the curriculum helps to attain this goal. In 
addition, reasonable class sizes mean that each student receives the attention he or she needs. The average class size is 25 students 
and the maximum is 35.  Student to teacher ratios for lecture classes average 27:1. 
 
Upon graduation, you will have made open water qualifying deep dives to 165 feet. Our training provides use of both surface-supplied 
and self-contained equipment. You will be trained to know your limits and the limits of your gear, and to focus on safety at each stage of 
underwater operations.  
 
CORE DIVING PROGRAM CURRICULUM OUTLINE 
 

Academic Orientation 
Introduction to Divers Institute staff and faculty. Review of DIT Mission and regulations, content and objectives of the course, 
applications of Diving; present and future need for divers. Student Orientation packets completed; student pictures taken; Enrollment 
Agreements signed; students meet their first Instructor. 
 
Physics 
Pressure in diving, gas laws, units of measure, air composition, buoyancy, energy in diving, diving air supply and pressure 
requirements; decompression theory, US Navy Air Decompression tables including procedures and charting for no decompression 
repetitive diving; in-water air and in-water O2 decompression; and surface decompression using oxygen. 
 
Medicine  
Anatomy and physiology of the ear, nervous, respiratory and circulatory systems; gas problems associated with diving, hypothermia, 
barotraumas, vertigo, pulmonary over-inflation syndrome, nitrogen narcosis, oxygen toxicity, decompression sickness, treatment tables 
and neurological exams. 
 
CPR, First Aid, A.E.D., and O2 Provider  
CPR, First Aid, A.E.D., and O2 Provider certification are through the Divers Alert Network (DAN). 
 
Chamber 
Chamber construction, nomenclature and equipment, air supply requirements for supporting chambers, LP compressors and HP air, 
oxygen supply requirements, chamber safety requirements, practical training as a chamber operator including communications and 
timekeeping; Diver Candidate pressure tests conducted. 
 
Light Weight Intro I and II 
Introduction to dive gear and dive hats both demand and free-flow; Kirby Morgan Hat user/operator training & certification, helmet 
maintenance and repair, job safety analysis protocols, umbilical make-up, dry suit operation, diving air system schematics, managing 
dive rotations, communications, job responsibilities for dive supervisors, divers, tenders and stand-by divers; emergency procedures—
hose change out/bailout; begin in-water training. 
 
Rigging  
Knots are taught and tested; practice and use of straps, shackles, chain, wire rope, synthetic and natural fiber lines, splices. learning 
basic crane signals, safe working loads, mechanical advantage, block and tackle, line handling, crane boom configurations, slings and 
chain hoists for rigger qualification to the current revision of the API (RP-2D) standards. 
 
Offshore Diving 
History of offshore diving, offshore terminology and operations; Exxon mobile project, pipeline repair, rigging, description and function of 
platforms, anchor barges and Dive Support Vessels (DSV). Covers inspections, maintenance, live boating, structure placement, riser 
clamps, risers spools; diving contracts, on and offshore personnel, and working conditions.  
 
HAZMAT I 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 regulations, protective clothing, respiratory protection, health and safety protocols, air monitoring, confined 
spaces, hazardous communications, spill control and decontamination procedures. Orientation to Desco dive hat and topside review of 
Viking dry suit mate-up.  
 
HAZMAT II 
Procedures for diving in contaminated water with Desco dive hat; dive planning and procedures; Riser Clamp project, Willy’s project, 
decontamination procedures; PPE for tenders and chemical, biological, and radiation hazards for divers per WAC 296-62 (80-hr.). 
 
Welding 
The welding program at DIT offers students an introduction to shield metal arc welding topside, oxy fuel cutting topside, shield metal arc 
welding underwater, and exothermic cutting underwater. Our program challenges both experienced welders as well as those who have 
never welded to achieve industry standards. 
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Underwater Burning 
Learn to operate the BROCO© BR-22 Plus Underwater Exothermic cutting system, utilizing the industry standard 18-inch long, 3/8” 
diameter utlrathermic underwater cutting rod to achieve temperatures in excess of 10,000˚F at the tip for cutting or burning any variety 
of material (metal, concrete, marine growth, etc.).  
 
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) 
Classroom & hands-on instruction (30 hours) in topside and underwater use of Magnetic Particle Inspection (MT), Liquid Penetrant 
Testing (PT), Ultrasonic Thickness Testing (UT), and Visual Testing (VT) and audio inspection in low visibility settings. Training meets 
American Society for Non-Destructive Testing (ASNT) requirements for proof of initial training as Level II MT technicians and Level I PT 
technicians.  Students practice MT, PT, VT and UT and report writing during topside and in-water practical exercises. 
 
Hydraulic Tools 
Diesel engine fundamentals; introduction to the operation and safe use of hydraulic and pneumatic tools such as underwater chainsaw, 
hull scrubber, impact wrench, hammer drill, chipping hammer, reciprocating saw, jack hammer, hydraulic drill, and pneumatic needle 
gun. Topside set-up & applications of hydraulic manifold to control GPM (gallons per minute) flow for each tool; butterfly fittings, QD 
(quick disconnect) fittings, and use of tools and NDT techniques in ships’ husbandry, underwater construction, hull inspections and 
salvage.  
 
Salvage 
Theory, history, hazards, and legislation in salvage operations; surveys and formulas, practical salvage planning, patching, heavy 
rigging, pumps, demolitions, dewatering and team-based salvage project. 
 
SCUBA 
As of 2019, commercial SCUBA training is required to meet the international diver certification requirements. DIT will provide 
SCUBA Training for all students upon enrollment at DIT. Divers Institute’s SCUBA Program is certified and conducted under the 
direction of NAUI and in compliance with Health & Safety Executive (HSE) and Canadian Standards Association (CSA) 
requirements for Commercial SCUBA. Students completing their SCUBA training at DIT will receive a NAUI Open Water SCUBA 
Diver Certification card and a NAUI Nitrox (EANX) Program card in addition to Commercial SCUBA qualifications. 
 
Commercial SCUBA training will cover the following subject areas: Use of full face masks & in-water communications, swimming skills, 
watermanship test (450-yard surface swim), pre- and post-dive skills (equipment knowledge); surface, underwater, ascent/decent, 
emergency and dive planning skills and procedures; documentation knowledge and open water skills including open water dives to a 
maximum of 30m and continued evaluation of diving proficiency.  
 
Inland Diving   
Inland terminology & operations including entire dive station setup; utilize smaller working crews, longer dive times, and repet diving to 
conduct  Visual Testing (VT), Ultrasonic Testing (UT), and Magnetic Particle Testing (MPT) in-water NDT techniques on wood, metal, 
and concrete pipeline, piles, and bulkheads in limited visibility conditions, generating full reports and schematics based on data findings. 
Introduction to ships’ husbandry, video inspection terminology and etiquette, and using in-water navigation incorporating search and 
rescue procedures.  
 
Wet Bell Training 
In compliance with International Marine Contractor Association (IMCA) standards, DIT wet bell training exercises include operations 
and safe entry/egress from a wet bell; pre- and post-dive skills (equipment knowledge); surface, underwater, ascent/decent, emergency 
and dive planning skills and procedures; diving operations and open water wet bell dives to a depth of 6m. 

Open Water Deep Dives I  
Hot water systems, stage operations, deep dives to CSA standards: 66 to 132 FSW; rotate through all dive station positions, including 
dive supervisor. 
 
Open Water Deep Dives II  
Utilize underwater video with helmet mounted cameras as used in commercial work; deep dives to CSA standards 132 to 165 FSW. 
 
Open Water Deep Dives III  
Final dives to CSA standards: 165 FSW 
 
HeO2/SAT Theory/Finals  
Introduction to the history and theory of mixed gas diving and saturation diving; résumé review and industry placement options; course 
review and final exam. 
 
Length of Course  

Total Program Clock Hours:*  900 HRS. Total Classroom Hours: 311 hrs. 900 total Total Number of Weeks (Minimum): 28 wks. Total Practical Experience: 589 hrs. 
Total Hours per Week: Weeks 1-24 and 28 with Program 
Hours of Mon-Wed. 7 am-3:45 pm, Thurs. 7 am-1:45 pm 

30 hrs/wk. (25 weeks x 30 hours) =  750 hrs. 
 900 total Total Hours per Week during Deep Dives: Weeks 25-27 

Deep Dives program hours begin at 6:15 am Mon-Fri. 
50 hrs/wk. (3 weeks x 50 hours) =  150 hrs. 

 
*A clock hour is a 60-minute period of instruction within which a minimum of 50 minutes of instruction occurs. 
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Lunch break is included in each program day. For the current year class schedule refer to the Addendum to the Catalog.  
 
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES 
 

A student who satisfactorily completes the program is issued a diploma which bears witness to the completed 900-hour program of 
study. The Divers Institute of Technology does not guarantee that credits earned at DIT can be transferred to another institution. In 
addition to the diploma, each student has the opportunity to earn the following certifications: 

• Canadian Standards Association (CSA) Unrestricted Surface Supplied Diver with Occupational SCUBA endorsement (2019 
classes onward) issued by the Diver Certification Board of Canada (DCBC) 

• Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) Entry Level Tender/Diver – International Endorsement (2019 classes 
onward) with Commercial SCUBA qualifications to Health & Safety Executive (HSE) and International Marine Contractor 
Association (IMCA) standards 

• Qualified Rigger API (RP-2D) (Rev-7) 
• OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 40-hour HAZMAT and WAC 80-hour HAZWOPER 
• Divers Alert Network (DAN) First Aid, CPR, Oxygen Provider, AED and BVM  
• Kirby Morgan Hat User/Operator 
• Cylinder Training Services Fill Station Technician (FST)  
• NAUI Open Water SCUBA 
• NAUI Nitrox (EANX) Program  
• Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) Level I Liquid Penetrant Testing (4-hr. Initial Training) Certificate of Completion  
• Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) Level II Magnetic Particle Testing (20-hr. Initial Training) Certificate of Completion 

 
Additionally, all students train in underwater welding, cutting & burning techniques, hydraulic tool use, salvage planning & techniques, 
and hyperbaric chamber operations. Proof of training in Job Safety Analysis is also issued upon satisfactory completion of training. 
 
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 
 

ATTENDANCE 
Because continuity is essential to a student’s academic progress and future job performance, DIT requires students to maintain 90% or 
better attendance throughout the 900-hour program. Every absence, including partial day absences due to tardiness or for other 
reasons, will be recorded as an absence for the actual period of time involved. Students with less than satisfactory attendance are at 
risk for probation or termination. Unexcused absences in any subject week may result in a failed grade for that week. Missed time will 
be made up after graduation at a cost of $250.00 per day and a passing grade must be achieved in order to receive diploma and 
certifications, if applicable. 
 
Excessive absences (over 90 hours missed during the full program), not including time missed due to a Leave of Absence, must be 
made up after graduation at a cost of $250.00 per day. Students missing more than 10% of the scheduled hours, at any point in the 
program, will be placed on probation for a minimum of 30 days. The student will be ineligible to receive additional financial aid until the 
hours in excess of 10% of the scheduled hours are made up. A student can only be placed on probation for attendance two times. If a 
third violation occurs, he/she will be terminated from enrollment. If a student requests and is granted reinstatement, failed subjects due 
to absenteeism must be made up prior to being placed with a class at the point of interruption at a cost of $250.00 per day. 
 
A student who misses 30 consecutive clock hours of class instruction and makes no contact with the school either by speaking directly 
with a school representative or leaving a message with the answering service will be terminated by the school for violation of the 
Attendance Policy.  Re-instatement will be considered after the student has submitted a written Request for Reinstatement to the 
Director or Assistant Director of Training.  If granted, a conditional reinstatement schedule will be identified, and must be completed 
prior to re-enrollment.  There may be additional charges for makeup at the rate of $250.00 per day of makeup. 
 
The maximum time to complete the course and receive a diploma is 42 weeks from the initial class start date. 
 
GRADING 
Students are graded daily on classroom subjects or topside and underwater performance. The grading system is based on a 
percentage scale: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Satisfactory progress requires that a minimum grade of 75% must be maintained through the program midpoint. By graduation, a 
student must have achieved an overall average of 80% or higher. A grade below 75% is considered a failing grade. Other grading 
requirements are as follows:  
 
• A passing test score and weekly grade of 75% is required. In addition, a grade point average (GPA) of 2.0 or 75% must be 

maintained until the midpoint of the course to be considered satisfactory progress. A GPA of 2.5 or 80% must be maintained after 
the midpoint for satisfactory progress. 

• Students must pass the Chamber Pressure Tolerance test in order to continue training. 
• Students must pass the Intro to Lightweight indoctrination dive to continue training. 

95 – 100% A 4.0 
85 – 94% B 3.0 
75 – 84% C 2.0 
0 – 74% F 0.0 
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• Students must pass the First Aid, CPR, AED, and Oxygen Provider course to continue training. 
• Unexcused absences in any subject week may result in a failed grade for that week. Missed time will be made up after 

graduation at a cost of $250.00 per day.  
• All subjects must be passed in order to be eligible for the CSA Certification. 
• Should a student fail a subject, he/she will be notified immediately. If the failed week causes the student’s GPA to fall below the 

minimum required GPA (see above) he/she will be placed on academic probation until he/she is making satisfactory progress. 
• Subjects that lead to certification must be satisfactorily passed with a minimum of 75% on the test and weekly grade, plus the 

minimum required number of hours met or the certification will not be earned. 
• Excessive absences (over 90 hours missed during the full program) not including time missed due to a Leave of Absence will be 

made up after graduation at a cost of $250.00 per day. 
• Students that fail a subject may appeal in writing to the Director or Assistant Director of Training requesting to be placed in the 

first class with available space after graduation in the subject that he/she failed. A weekly grade of 75% will be awarded if the 
student achieves a passing score. 

• All student requests for make-up classes after the scheduled graduation date must be submitted to the Director or Assistant 
Director of Training within one week of the notification to the student of the failed week. 

 
DEFINITION AND MONITORING OF PROGRESS 
Students must meet both the attendance and grading standards to make satisfactory progress. Progress for both attendance and 
academics is monitored weekly with a special review after the first month and at the midpoint of the program. A master record of each 
student’s progress, including grades and attendance, is available to the student and authorized persons. Students, including those who 
withdraw from the program, may request a copy of their work to date by contacting the Director or Assistant Director of Training.  
 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
To receive a DIT diploma, the student must have a cumulative grade of 80% or higher, have maintained satisfactory attendance, have 
completed depth and bottom times required for certification, and have made all tuition payments as scheduled in the Enrollment 
Agreement. 
 
MAKE-UP WORK 
DIT has an exceptional commitment to the success of every student.  DIT will afford students every opportunity to make up work or 
tests that have been missed or deemed incomplete or failed. The make-up work or tests may be completed either during the course of 
the student’s program but outside regularly scheduled instructional time, or after the class has graduated. The grade for the make-up 
work replaces any prior grade received. The re-take test grade is recorded in addition to the prior failing test grade. If a student passes 
the re-take test, but the previous failing grade causes the student to fail the week, a weekly grade of 75% will replace the failing grade 
for the week.  
 
It is the student’s responsibility to make arrangements with the Director or Assistant Director of Training to complete required make-up 
work. An incomplete grade reverts to a failing grade when a student chooses not to retake a test or complete make-up work, and when 
make-up work or test re-takes have not been completed at the maximum time frame for graduation (42 weeks).  
 
A Repeat-of-Training fee of $250.00 per day will be charged for post-graduation make-up time/work required due to absenteeism. The 
Repeat-of-Training fee is subject to change; students can verify the cost of making up time or work when they schedule with the 
Director of Training. No diploma or certifications will be awarded until academic, attendance, and financial requirements have been met. 
 
INCOMPLETE POLICY 
In incomplete grade will be given for any week the student did not complete due to a Leave of Absence. Time missed due to a Leave of 
Absence must be made up in order to pass the subject. When a student receives an incomplete grade, he/she will be notified 
immediately and given dates following graduation when the subject will be made up. All Certifications and Diploma will be held until the 
class has been made up.  If a student chooses not to make up the time missed, the incomplete grade will be converted to a failing 
grade. If the time missed due to a Leave of Absence causes the student to miss more than 10% (90 hours) of the total course, the 
excess time must be made up in order to graduate. 
 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
A Leave of Absence (LOA) is discouraged because it’s disruptive to the continuity of training. However, when circumstances indicate 
that a LOA may be necessary, the student must submit, within 14 calendar days of the Last Date of Attendance (LDA), a signed and 
dated request for LOA form with their reasons for requesting an LOA to the Director or Assistant Director of Training. The signed and 
dated LOA request form must be submitted along with supporting documentation (i.e., doctor/hospital notes, obituary in case of death in 
family, copies of military orders, etc.).  No LOA will be approved without the inclusion of supporting documentation. A LOA may be 
granted for legal reasons, medical reasons, or military commitments, or in the event unforeseen circumstances arise such as those that 
affect the student or a member of the student’s family. In those cases where unforeseen circumstances would prevent an advance 
request, the student must submit the request, reasons, & documentation within 14 calendars days of LDA before the LOA can be 
approved. If the LOA is not approved, student WILL be dropped from the program after 14 calendar days from their last date of 
attendance.  Students who are recipients of financial aid must also meet with a representative of the Financial Aid Office at the time of 
their request.  
 
An approved LOA may not exceed 180 days within any 12-month period. At the school’s discretion, DIT may grant a student more than 
one LOA as long as the total number of days for all leaves does not exceed 180 days in a 12-month period. This 12-month period 
begins on the first day of the student’s initial LOA. Students should maintain contact with the school throughout their entire LOA. 
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A LOA request includes the student’s expected time of return. If a student does not return from an LOA, the official withdrawal date will 
be date the student notifies the school of his/her intent not to return, or the date that the student was to return from the LOA, whichever 
is sooner. The terms for repayment of any Title IV funds received, including the start of the official grace period for federal loans, will be 
based on the student’s last day of attendance. 
  
PROBATION 
A student who does not meet the Standards of Satisfactory Progress at any point in the program will be advised by the Director or 
Assistant Director of Training, and then placed on probation for a minimum of 30 days. If necessary, a student may be set back a class, 
with no additional tuition costs. Students placed on probation are warned in writing that continued unsatisfactory progress will result in 
termination. The student’s progress will continue to be monitored weekly during the probation period. If the Standards of Satisfactory 
Progress have been met at the end of the probation period, the student will be removed from probation. If the student does not meet the 
Standards at the end of the period, the Director or Assistant Director of Training will determine whether a second probation is 
warranted. If so, the student will be placed on a second probation for a minimum of 30 days. If not, the student will be terminated for 
failure to maintain Satisfactory Progress. 
 
In addition, any student who fails to meet the Student Code of Conduct or to complete required depth and bottom times may be placed 
on probation for a minimum of 30 days. Failure to comply with probationary requirements or the occurrence of a second violation within 
the probation period is grounds for termination.   
 
Generally, no more than two probation periods are allowed per student. Exceptions must be reviewed and approved by the Director or 
Assistant Director of Training. Documentation of probation is retained in the student’s academic record. A student placed on probation 
is considered to be making satisfactory progress once placed on probation. 
 
To maintain financial aid eligibility and receive a disbursement of financial aid, a student must meet the Standards of Satisfactory 
Progress. Student aid is typically delivered in two disbursements, one for each 450 clock-hour payment period. The first 450 clock 
hours associated with the first disbursement must be completed before the second disbursement is made. If a student loses financial 
aid eligibility for failure to maintain Satisfactory Progress, he/she cannot re-establish any financial aid until the Standards of Satisfactory 
Progress are met or until an Extenuating Circumstances Appeal has been granted.  Note: Please refer to the Packaging and SAP 
Policy for State aid as the state aid rules for this are different. 
 
APPEAL 
A student who believes that extenuating circumstances could have contributed to the school’s determination of Unsatisfactory Progress 
may submit a detailed written appeal to the Director or Assistant Director of Training. Examples of extenuating circumstances include 
injury to the student, illness of the student, the death of a student’s relative, etc. The Director or Assistant Director of Training and the 
Executive Director will review the written appeal and may also request a personal interview with the student. 
 
NOTICE REGARDING RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS FOR POSTSECTONDARY STUDENTS 
In accordance with WA Senate Bill 5166, student absences at a postsecondary school for reasons of faith or conscience, or for an 
organized activity conducted under the auspices of a religious denomination, church, or religious organization, may be taken after written 
notice to the school. DIT will reasonably accommodate excused student absences due to observance of religious holidays.  

1. Any student seeking reasonable accommodations under this section must provide written notice to the Director or Assistant 
Director of Training, within the first two weeks of the beginning of the course, of the specific dates the student requests 
accommodations regarding examinations or other activities. 

2. DIT faculty will work with students to reasonably accommodate students who, due to the observance of religious holidays, expect 
to be absent or endure a significant hardship during certain days of the course or program. "Reasonably accommodate" means 
coordinating with the student on scheduling examinations or other activities necessary for completion of the program and includes 
rescheduling examinations or activities or offering different times for the student to complete examinations or activities. 

3. DIT students are not required to pay a fee for seeking reasonable accommodation under this section. 
4. The School is licensed under Chapter 28C.10 RCW. Inquiries or complaints regarding this or any other private vocational school 

may be made to the WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD (WTECB) at 128-10th Avenue SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504-3105, (360) 709-4600, email: workforce@wtb.wa.gov; website: www.wtb.wa.gov . 

 
STUDENT RECORDS 
Student records are maintained for fifty years. Copies of student records are available by filling out the Transcript and Certification 
Order Form. This form is available from the Registrar’s office and also on the school website, www.diversinstitute.edu. DIT maintains 
compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99), a Federal law that 
protects the privacy of student education records, as a school that receives funds under an applicable program of the U.S. Department 
of Education. 
 
STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT AND DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING 
Any student exhibiting conduct in violation of the Student Code of Conduct or creating in any way an unsafe condition for himself/herself 
or for fellow students, will be terminated from the program. Similarly, students will be subject to random, reasonable suspicion, and 
post-accident drug or alcohol testing. Any violations of the zero-tolerance drug and alcohol policy will result in the student being 
terminated from the program. Students should familiarize themselves with these policies. Nothing in this policy prevents the student 
from contacting the Workforce Board at 360-709-4600 at any time with a concern or complaint.  
 
TERMINATION OR WITHDRAWAL 
Any student may withdraw from the school at any time by giving written notice to the Director or Assistant Director of Training. Students 
may be terminated for failure to comply with the Standards of Satisfactory Progress or the Student Code of Conduct. In addition, 
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students may be terminated for lack of attendance, failure to complete depth and bottom time required for certification, or failure to pay 
tuition charges as outlined in the Enrollment Agreement.  
 
The official date of withdrawal or termination is the date the school receives notice of or determines the student’s withdrawal or 
termination. The student’s official withdrawal will be considered to have occurred on the last day of actual attendance regardless of 
whether the school receives any written notice. The calculation of a refund or return of Title IV funds will be made based on the 
student’s last day of attendance.  
 
REINSTATEMENT 
Any student who has withdrawn or been terminated from the program may appeal to the Executive Director or the Director or Assistant 
Director of Training for reinstatement. Such application will be reviewed, and the decision of the Executive Director will be final. 
Reinstatement will be contingent upon available class openings at the time of the request and will require a $50 re-entry fee. 
 
STUDENT SERVICES 
 

CAREER PLANNING AND ADVISING 
Dive companies have become significantly more diversified in the last decade. In order to meet the industry’s changing needs, our 
program prepares students for almost every aspect of the commercial diving industry. Because they receive such a broad scope of 
training, DIT graduates are able to apply for any entry-level diving position. Most importantly, the realistic training our students receive 
enables them to successfully carry out any of the tasks assigned to them.  
 
Career guidance is available to all of our students. Instructors and staff are available and eager to answer any question on subjects 
relating to commercial diving careers. The Director of Placement and Director and Assistant Director of Training are directly involved 
with each student during their educational process and will assist them as they begin seeking employment in the commercial diving 
industry. The Executive Director also provides assistance to students and graduates with their diving career decisions. 
 
PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE 
Our professional commercial diving course is designed to provide the commercial diving industry with the most qualified and best 
trained entry - level divers and tenders. For over forty years, our placement service has been consistently successful in placing our 
graduates in all areas of commercial diving. Detailed completion and placement rates are available in the Addendum to this Catalog. 
Students’ placement assistance starts with meeting the Placement Director early in their program and continues throughout their 
course, including the following specific tools and resources: 

1. Résumé assistance, mock interviews, and references from staff (based on performance) are available. 
2. Students and graduates are referred to positions in the commercial diving industry as they become available. 
3. Recruiters from commercial dive companies such as Oceaneering International, Morrison, C-Dive, Ranger Offshore, Triton 

Diving Services, Crowley and MAC Enterprises have visited our campus to recruit our graduating classes intermittently 
throughout the year. Students have the opportunity to meet with them and ask questions about their presentations. 

4. We provide each a one-year individual membership in the Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI).  
5. Students and graduates have access to our reference library. 

 
SPECIAL TUTORING 
An instructor is available for free tutoring and special instruction outside of class by appointment. Students are urged to utilize this 
assistance if they have questions or to prevent falling behind in their studies. 
 
FREE REFRESHER COURSES 
DIT provides graduates with refresher courses that pertain to their original course of study. These courses are free of charge, except for 
the cost of any consumables required. Arrangements can be made by contacting the Director or Assistant Director of Training. 
 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
Medical insurance is a student expense. Students without medical coverage can obtain information about applying for an affordable 
medical insurance policy at their orientation. Incoming students must provide proof of personal medical insurance or sign up for WA State Apple 
Care by the end of the first week of class. 
 
HOUSING 
Students re-locating to Seattle to attend DIT may speak to their Admissions Representative for assistance finding housing. Zip codes 
for housing near DIT include: 98102, 98103, 98104, 98105, 98107, 98109, 98115, 98119, 98122, 98199. 
 
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER 
DIT maintains a resource center of books and periodicals pertaining to the commercial diving industry and related fields.  Hours are 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 6:00am to 4:00pm.  Student requests for additional access will be addressed on an 
individual basis. 
 
PROCEDURES FOR STUDENT SUGGESTIONS AND COMPLAINTS 
Nothing in this policy prevents the student from contacting the Workforce Board (the state licensing agency) at 360-709-4600 at any 
time with a concern or a complaint.  DIT welcomes suggestions from students. Students are requested to complete evaluations of the 
school periodically throughout the program and just prior to graduation.  A Comment/Suggestion Box is located in the Learning 
Resource Center.  In addition, a student will be encouraged to discuss his/her concerns with their instructor for that module.  If the 
student does not consider the situation resolved, they will be directed to the Director and/or Assistant Director of Training, Executive 
Director, or the Director of Compliance for additional guidance.  A copy of the student complaint procedure is distributed to incoming 
students during the academic orientation. 
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The school is licensed by the Washington State Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board (WTECB). If a student does not 
feel that the school has adequately addressed a complaint or concern, the student may contact the WTECB at 128-10th Avenue SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504-3105, (360) 709-4600, email: workforce@wtb.wa.gov; website: www.wtb.wa.gov. 
 
In addition, as an institution accredited by the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges (ACCSC), DIT is required to 
have a procedure and operational plan for handling student’s complaints. If any student at DIT does not feel that the school has 
adequately addressed a complaint or concern, the student may consider contacting the Accrediting Commission. All complaints 
considered by the Commission must be in written form, with permission from the complainant(s) for the Commission to forward a copy 
of the complaint to the school for a response. The complainant(s) will be kept informed as to the status of the complaint as well as the 
final resolution by the Commission. Please direct all inquiries to ACCSC, 2101 Wilson Blvd. Suite 302, Arlington, Virginia, 22201, by 
phone at (703) 247-4212, or via the ACCSC website at www.accsc.org. A copy of the Commission’s Complaint Form is available at the 
school and may be obtained by contacting the school’s Business Office or Training Department. 
 
CAMPUS SECURITY 
As required by federal regulation, the Divers Institute of Technology publishes a Campus Crime Report. The latest copy of this Campus 
Crime Report is available upon request.  
 
STUDENT INJURIES 
DIT is proud of the safety record maintained throughout the history of the school. Students must provide proof of personal medical 
insurance or sign up for WA State Apple Care by the end of the first week of class. The school reserves the right to request drug testing 
of any student involved in an injury or accident.  
 
TUITION, FEES, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
 

The required application fee for all DIT applicants is $50 for classes starting after March 1, 2020. DIT waives the application fee for 
active duty military and veterans in gratitude for your service. 
 
Tuition for the seven-month, 900-clock hour Professional Commercial Diving Program is $25,900. This amount includes all books and 
consumable items. Tuition is subject to change. Tuition will be $27,500 beginning with the January 2022 class onward. 
 
All students are required to have their personal dive gear, including: a dry suit with inflation whip, fins, mask, snorkel, boots, hood, 
gloves, knife, snap shackle, safety harness, chaffing boots, coveralls, swim suit, work gloves, gear bag, watch, and an underwater 
flashlight with batteries. A full list of required gear is provided to students at Orientation and is available on the DIT website. The cost of 
gear and books is up to $4000.00. Please note that students pursuing CSA certification are required to possess a dry suit with inflation 
whip. If you would like to waive the gear charge, see the Financial Aid Department for the required form and subsequent information. 
 
RE-ENTRY FEE: $50.00 
This fee will be assessed for any student who is reinstated after being terminated or who withdrew voluntarily, and will be due prior to 
re-entry. An approved leave of absence from the school is not a termination or withdrawal. 
 
REPEAT-OF-TRAINING FEE: $250.00 PER DAY 
This fee may apply when a student must repeat any part of the training due to excessive absences or after having been terminated by 
the school for any reason. This fee will not be assessed for students who have an approved leave of absence from the school. 
 
STUDENT FINANCING 
 

TUITION PAYMENT PLANS AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
Tuition payments and other payments may be made with cash, personal check, money order, VISA, or MasterCard. Because DIT is 
licensed by Washington State, nationally accredited by ACCSC, and approved by the US Department of Education, financial aid is 
available to those who qualify. There are a variety of payment options, and if a student’s financial aid award is not sufficient to cover the 
entire tuition, he/she may qualify for a monthly payment plan.  
 
Our Financial Aid Department can assess your particular situation and help you find a financial assistance plan to meet your needs. 
Please contact the Financial Aid Department if you have questions about any of the following programs: 
 
FEDERAL PELL GRANT PROGRAM 
This program entitles eligible undergraduate students to financial assistance based on need according to Federal regulations. 
 
FEDERAL SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM (SEOG) 
This program provides grants to undergraduate students who demonstrate financial need according to Federal regulations. 
 
STATE GRANTS & WA STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES (SBCTC) OPPORTUNITY GRANT 
Contingent on available funding, these programs assist financially needy or disadvantaged students who are Washington State 
residents. 
 
WASHINGTON STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES (SBCTC) WORKER RETRAINING PROGRAM 
This program provides grants for certain unemployed WA State residents. You could be eligible for Worker Retraining support for any of 
the following reasons: 

• Receiving—or eligible to receive—unemployment benefits. 
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• Have exhausted unemployment benefits within the past four years. 
• Formerly self-employed and currently unemployed due to general economic conditions. 
• Unemployed veteran discharged within the past four years. 
• Unemployed or underemployed after having been dependent on another family member’s income, but no longer supported by 

that income due to separation, divorce, death, or permanent disability of the main wage-earner. 
• A vulnerable worker (at risk of being unemployed) who meets two of the following three requirements: 

o Your job is not in demand. (See the Local Area Demand/Decline Occupations list.) 
o You do not have 45 college credits. 
o You must upgrade your skills to remain employed in your current job. 

 
FEDERAL DIRECT STAFFORD LOAN 
The subsidized portion of this loan provides students with funds up to $3,500.00 through participating financial institutions. The 
unsubsidized portion provides funds up to $6,000.00 through participating financial institutions. 
 
FEDERAL DIRECT PARENT LOAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS (PLUS) 
Parents may borrow an amount not to exceed the student’s estimated cost of attendance minus other financial aid awarded during the 
period of enrollment. The Plus Loan portion is when parents can borrow (upon credit approval) an amount not to exceed the student’s 
estimated cost of attendance minus other financial aid awarded during the period of enrollment. 
 
Information regarding these funds and fees involved can be viewed on DOE Direct Loan website: www.studentloans.gov. 
 
POST 9/11 G.I. BILL© AND MILITARY EDUCATION BENEFITS  
DIT offers various military education benefits to veterans that have their Certificate of Eligibility from the VA. To view details, see our 
website at www.diversinstitute.edu/financial-aid/military-education-benefits/ for the list of available military education benefits we 
support and instructions on how to apply.  
 
Please note: DIT complies with the VA 85/15 rule. Per USC 3680A(d)(1), schools are expected to limit student enrollment to 85% 
veteran enrollment per cohort. In the event that a veteran wishes to enroll in a class that has already reached the 85% cap, he or she 
may do that but will not be eligible for VA funding. Chapters 35 or 31 students may still enroll even if the 85% has been realized. 
 
VA PENDING PAYMENT COMPLIANCE 
In accordance with Title 38 US Code 3679 subsection (e), this school adopts the following additional provisions for any students using 
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Post 9/11 G.I. Bill® (Ch. 33) or Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (Ch. 31) benefits, 
while payment to the institution is pending from the VA.  This school will not: 

• Prevent the student’s enrollment; 
• Assess a late penalty fee to; 
• Require student secure alternative or additional funding; 
• Deny their access to any resources (access to classes, libraries, or other institutional facilities) available to other students who 

have satisfied their tuition and fee bills to the institution. 
 

However, to qualify for this provision, such students may be required to: 
• Produce the Certificate of Eligibility by the first day of class; 
• Provide written request to be certified; 
• Provide additional information needed to properly certify the enrollment as described in other institutional policies   

 
OTHER STATE AND FEDERAL EDUCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
The school is listed by the State of Washington as an Eligible Training Provider, which enables eligible students to apply for educational 
funding (grants and/or loans) from a number of State and Federal funding programs. Contact and eligibility information for the various 
agencies may be obtained from the Financial Aid Department.  DIT is also listed as an eligible program for Military Tuition Assistance.  
Please visit the following URL for further details:  http://apps.mhf.dod.mil/pls/psgprod/f?p=VOLED:HOME:0 
 
PRIVATE SECTOR STUDENT LOANS 
DIT students are able to apply for student loans from private companies, including SLM Financial and Wells Fargo.  
 
DIVERS INSITUTE SCHOLARSHIPS (HONOR GRADUATE) 
Awarded once monthly at graduation to the student in the graduating class with the highest cumulative GPA. The following Honor Grad 
scholarships are given in memory of notable individuals from DIT’s history: The John Manlove Scholarship, Richard “Ragman” Radecki 
Scholarship, Kevin Griffeth Scholarship, Michael Cocks Scholarship, Zachary Zoulek Scholarship, and Jesse Tabor Scholarship 
 
SCHOOL REFUND POLICY 
 

The school agrees to issue refunds according to the following policy: 
 

A) All monies paid by an applicant will be refunded if the school does not accept the applicant. This includes instances where a 
starting class is cancelled by the school. 

B) The application fee secures a place in class. All monies paid by an applicant will be refunded if requested in writing within five 
working business days after either making the initial application fee or signing the enrollment agreement, whichever date is 
sooner, as long as the applicant has not begun training. 
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C) If an applicant gives written notice of withdrawal after the fifth business day but prior to the commencement of classes, the 
school will refund all monies paid by the applicant except for the application fee. An applicant not requesting cancellation by 
the scheduled starting date will be considered a student. However, an applicant who has not visited the school prior to 
enrollment will have the opportunity to withdraw without penalty within three business days following either the regularly 
scheduled orientation procedures or following a tour of the school facilities and training equipment. 

D) If training is terminated after the student starts the course but within the first 50% of the course, the school may retain the 
application fee plus a percentage of the tuition as described in the following table:

Amount of Training Completed: Percentage of Tuition Retained by DIT: 

One week or less (30 hours or 5 days) 0% 
Begins the second week and up to 10% 10% 
More than 10% but less than or equal to 20% 20% 
More than 20% but less than or equal to 25% 25% 
More than 25% but less than or equal to 30% 30% 
More than 30% but less than or equal to 40% 40% 
More than 40% but less than or equal to 50% 50% 
More than 50% 100% 

 
E) The school’s official determination of the date of withdrawal or termination is based on the date the school receives notice of or 

determines the student’s withdrawal or termination. For the purposes of calculating any refund, the official date of a student’s 
withdrawal is the last day of recorded attendance. 

F) If the school discontinues instruction in any program after students enter training, including circumstances where the schools changes 
its location, students must be notified in writing of such events and are entitled to a prorated refund of all tuition and fees unless 
comparable training is arranged for by the school and agreed upon, in writing, by the student. A written request for such a refund must 
be made within 90 days from the date the program was discontinued or relocated and the refund must be paid within 30 days after 
receipt of such a request. 

G) In the case of a student’s prolonged illness, accident, death in the family, or other similar circumstances that make it impractical to 
complete the course, the school will consider a settlement that is reasonable and fair to both parties. 

H) Refunds due directly to students will be made within 45 days after the official date of withdrawal or termination. See Return of Federal 
Title IV Financial Aid Funds.  

 
EXAMPLES OF DIT’S REFUND POLICY 

A) If a student withdraws after completing 31 hours or 3% of the course, DIT retains 10% of the tuition. 
B) If a student withdraws after completing 198 hours or 22% of the course, DIT retains 25% of the tuition. 
C) If a student withdraws after completing 370 hours or 41% of the course, DIT retains 50% of the tuition. 
D) If a student withdraws after completing 495 hours or 55% of the course, DIT retains 100% of the tuition. 

 
RETURN OF FEDERAL TITLE IV FINANCIAL AID FUNDS 
 

In addition to the school refund policy, federal regulations require the school to determine the amount of Student Financial Aid grant or loan 
assistance that the student has earned at the time of withdrawal. If the amount disbursed to the student was greater than the student is 
calculated to have earned, unearned funds must be returned. If the amount dispersed to the student is less than the amount the student is 
calculated to have earned, the student may be eligible to receive a post-withdrawal disbursement of the earned aid that was not received. If the 
school is required to return Title IV funds received, the school will return the unearned aid to the Title IV program within 45 days of the Date of 
Determination as follows:  
 
First to FEDERAL DIRECT  UNSUBSIDIZED STAFFORD LOAN 
Second to FEDERAL DIRECT  SUBSIDIZED STAFFORD LOAN 
Third to FEDERAL PLUS LOAN 
Fourth to FEDERAL PELL GRANT 
Fifth to FEDERAL SEOG GRANT 
 
Any remaining credit balances would then be refunded to the Washington State Need Grant, other programs as applicable, and finally to the 
student. 
  
PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE THE FINAL AMOUNT OF REFUND OR BALANCE DUE TO THE SCHOOL 
 

After determination of a student’s withdrawal or termination, the school will first calculate the amount of tuition the school may retain according 
to DIT’s refund policy. 
 
Next, if applicable, the school will calculate the amount of Title IV funds earned as per federal regulation. Up through the 60% point in each 
payment period, a pro rata schedule is used to determine the amount of Title IV funds earned by the student at the time of withdrawal. After the 
60% point in the payment period, a student will have earned 100% of the Title IV funds.  
 
Finally, the school will calculate the student’s tuition account balance as follows: 

1) Calculate tuition retained by the school per the refund policy. 
2) Subtract all payments received on the tuition account from Step 1. 
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3) Add unearned Title IV funds to be returned per federal regulations to Step 2. 
4) Subtract earned Title IV funds to be returned per federal regulations from Step 3. 
5) Add or subtract other program refunds required or other program payments pending from Step 4. 
6) The final amount is the refund due to the student or balance due the school. 

 
The return of unearned Title IV funds may increase the student’s balance due to the school. 
 
NON-ACCREDITED PROGRAMS/VETERANS PRORATA REFUND POLICY  

1. Registration Fee-N/A 
2. Breakage Fee-N/A 
3. Consumable Instruction Supplies-the kit is not issued until the start of class and is included in the cost of the course. 
4. Books, Supplies, and Equipment: 

A. A refund will be made in full for the amount of the charge for unissued books, supplies and equipment when there is a 
prorate refund to tuition (books are included in the total cost). 

B. Veterans may dispose of issued items at his or her discretion even if they were included in the total charge payable to the 
school for the course. 

5. Tuition and other charges: If the school has established a policy for the refund of the unused portion of tuition, fees, and other 
charges subject to proration, which is more favorable to the veteran or eligible person that the approximate pro rata basis as provided 
in this subparagraph, such established policy will be applicable.  Otherwise, the school may charge a sum which does not vary more 
than 10% from the exact prorate portion of the course to its total length.  The exact proration will be determined on the ratio of the 
number of days of instruction completed by the student to the total number of instructional days in the course. 

 
6. In the event that the veteran, spouse, surviving spouse, or child fails to enter the course, or withdraws, or is discontinued there at any 

time prior to completing of the course, the unused portion of the tuition, fees, and other charges paid by the individual shall be 
refunded promptly within 45 days. 

 
 

ADVANCED TRAINING COURSES (POST-GRADUATION) 
 

The following post-graduate/advanced training courses are not components of the core diving program and therefore are not 
accredited by the ACCSC. Any accreditations and certifications pertaining to these courses are listed within the course descriptions.  
   

KIRBY MORGAN HAT TECHNICIAN COURSE 
 
Three-Day (24-hour) Course: The Helmet and Band Mask course is designed and intended to teach commercial divers, tenders, and 
technicians how to perform routine maintenance, annual inspections, and repair of Kirby Morgan Helmets and Band Masks and instructs 
personnel in the KMDSI/Dive Lab recommended configuration and use of KMDSI Helmets and Band Masks. 
 
Course Details: 
• Introduction (1 hr) 
• Use of Kirby Morgan Operational Check Lists A2.1 thru A2.6 

(2 hrs)  
• Daily pre/post dive procedures (1 hr) 
• Monthly helmet inspection procedure (2 hrs) 
• Face Port Insert inspection and testing (1 hr) 
• Cleaning and sanitizing (3 hrs) 
• Helmet and Band Mask annual overhaul procedures (7 hrs) 
• EGS interface procedures and configurations (1 hr) 

 
• Supervisor pre-dive inspections (1 hr) 
• Supervisor in water checks (1 hr) 
• Calculation of proper supply pressure and volume 

requirements (1 hr) 
• How to teach the KMDSI Helmet/Band Mask 

Operator/User Course (2 hrs) 
• How to properly log maintenance and repairs (1 hr) 

 
The course instructs personnel how to correctly overhaul the demand regulator side block and all associated Helmet and Band Mask 
components, and also teaches what repairs should only be accomplished by dealers or those with specialized training. This course was set up 
to enable large and small diving companies, as well as freelance divers to inspect, maintain, annually overhaul and perform most repairs using 
the manufacturers’ recommended procedures and guidelines. This course does not teach face port insert replacement or fiberglass and gel 
coat repair; these repairs must be completed by an authorized KMDSI dealer trained in these repairs. However, it does teach identification of 
insert and fiberglass damage and how and where to have repairs done. Upon completion, each student will receive a certification valid for 
three (3) years for the individuals to maintain their own equipment and/or the company’s or affiliate companies’ equipment for which the 
individual works, as well as equipment belonging to other diving employees of the company as dictated by company policy. Once the training 
has been completed, the Technician is authorized and encouraged to teach the KMDSI Operator/User Course using the curriculum and 
guidelines set-up by KMDSI and Dive Lab, Inc. per company policy. The main purpose for this is to expand the knowledge and training within 
the commercial diving industry using trained persons, thus raising the level of awareness and safety pertaining to the proper use and 
maintenance of KMDSI Helmets, Band Masks and associated equipment. 
 
Cost: The cost of the class is $600.00 for the 24-hour course (all Helmets & Band Masks) as of May 1, 2019. Due to limited seats per class, 
register online at DIT’s website at least two weeks before the class start to hold your space. You can pay for the class when you register or the 
balance is due one week prior to the class start. 
 
Financial Aid: This course is approved for VA funding for qualifying students. Contact a DIT Financial Aid Administrator for more information.  
 
Attendance: 100% attendance for the whole course is required to pass the class and receive certification.  
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Grading: Pass or Fail.  
 
Refund & Retest Policy: If a student fails the course (by practical assessment or not completing the full course), the student must repeat the 
whole course and may register for an available spot in a future course. The same cost policies apply to a student repeating the course ($100 
non-refundable application fee/$500 total cost).  Refunds will be issued (less the deposit amount) if the student cancels their registration prior 
to the start of class.  
 
Note:  With this training, you will be trained to perform repairs on your own equipment and the company’s equipment where you work, as well 
as equipment owned by other diving employees of the company you work for. The training brings the technician into the specialized 
KMDSI/Dive Lab program, allowing for advice and assistance in all equipment problems and issues. All technicians receive KMDSI technical 
updates and bulletins, as well as newsletters. The KMDSI Technician Course allows the student to repair only his equipment or the equipment 
of divers in his company; it does not allow the Technician to do repairs for profit. ONLY KMDSI DEALERS CAN PERFORM REPAIRS FOR 
PROFIT. Non-Kirby Morgan dealers and persons not trained in accordance with Dive Lab guidelines that perform repairs for profit, do so 
against the recommendation of KMDSI and Dive Lab. Non-KMDSI certified persons that pose as certified KMDSI/Dive Lab trained technicians 
are a serious safety threat to the diving industry and all users of KMDSI equipment. Dive Lab trained technicians working for diving contractors 
or as freelance divers cannot perform repairs for profit, and may only work on their own equipment, company equipment, and equipment 
belonging to the employees of the company, as dictated by company policy. This is done to prevent persons from trying to become backyard 
helmet mechanics. All work and repairs must be documented. Any helmets and masks presented for work that do not have a log book showing 
work history must be overhauled in accordance with Appendix A2.1. 
 
Classes held monthly (Maximum of 8 students per class).  For information on class dates and availability call Divers Institute @ 1-800-6 
DIVERS or email Bobby at hatclass@diversinstitute.edu for questions. Register online at www.diversinstitute.edu under Advanced Training 
Programs to reserve a spot in the next class. 
 
 
DIVER MEDIC TECHNICIAN (DMT) COURSE 
 
10-Day Full Course: The Diver Medic Course at Divers Institute of Technology is designed to give the necessary knowledge, skills and 
abilities to perform as an integral part of the diving team. Commercial divers routinely work in remote locations, often in depths that require 
days of required decompression before they can be transported to the nearest treatment facilities that may be hundreds of miles away. Due to 
the inherently dangerous work that is done day by day, the requirement for a designated Diver Medic on all employer-sponsored dives has 
been established by the USCG and OSHA to provide prompt and adequate treatment of injured divers. 
 
Certification Includes: 

• First Aid, CPR, AED, and O2 provider 
• Certificate of Completion of National Board of Diving and Hyperbaric Medical Technology (NBDHMT) Certified Diver Medic training 

course (with appropriate prerequisites) 
• Certificate of Completion of International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA) Diver Medical Technician course (with appropriate 

prerequisites) 

Course Details: Students will be introduced to advanced critical skills and diagnostic tests to help make appropriate diagnosis and treatment 
decisions, with emphasis on effective communication with a diving physician and carrying out critical care by the physician’s direction. Students 
will get extensive practice doing advanced invasive procedures including Advanced Airway, Wound Closure (sutures and staples), Urinary 
Catheterization, Chest Decompression (needle thoracentesis, and chest tube placement), Intravenous Infusion, and Drug administration. Ten 
percent of the course will be taught by a diving physician, who will cover medical equipment, sterile procedures, and effects of drugs in diving. 

• Orientation/History (1 hr) 
• Physics & Medicine (5 hrs) 
• Nervous/Circulatory/Respiratory Systems (3 hrs) 
• First Aid for Professional Divers (6 hrs) 
• Casualty Assessment (3 hrs) 
• Pressure Related Injuries & Illnesses (6 hrs) 

• Medical & Marine Life Injuries (6 hrs) 
• Advanced Medical Procedures (3 hrs) 
• Other Medical Related Considerations (3 hrs) 
• Physician Topics (Equipment/Drugs/Sutures) (6 hrs) 
• Chamber Simulations (12 hrs) 
• Final Exam (6 hrs) 

 

Grading & Exams: The final testing will be done in a practical setting inside the recompression chamber, along with a written exam. 
Successful completion of the course will be determined by an 80% or greater on the written exam and proper diagnosis and treatment of a 
simulated casualty presented in the recompression chamber. 
 
Cost: $1800.00 for the 10-day, 60-hour full course (includes all textbooks, a Diver Medic Diagnostic Kit, and hours of instruction).  

• The 5-day, 30-hour refresher course for previously certified DMTs renewing their credentials is $900.00. For refresher classes, the 
Diagnostic Kit and books are not included in the cost but may be purchased for an additional $600.00.  

• Due to the limited amount of spaces, a $500.00 non-refundable tuition deposit is required at the time of registration. This amount will 
be credited toward the total tuition cost. The remaining balance is due three weeks before the first day of class. The tuition deposit 
will only be refundable if DIT cancels the class. 

 
Financial Aid: The Full Course is approved for VA funding for qualifying students. Contact a DIT Financial Aid Administrator for information.  

Attendance: 100% attendance for all 60 hours (full course) or 30 hours (refresher) is required. 
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Refund & Retest Policy: If a student fails the written or practical exams or fails to complete the full 60 hours, the course and exams may be 
made up during the next available refresher course opening at half-price ($450). Refunds of any costs paid (less the $100 application fee) will 
be issued if attendee cancels prior to the start of class. If the class is cancelled by DIT, the application fee will be refunded or applied to a 
future class.  
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Prerequisites: Individuals attending the course must be a graduate of a recognized commercial diving program.  Those individuals who do not 
hold diving certifications recognized by IMCA will be awarded a Divers Institute of Technology Diver Medic Course Completion certificate. 
IMCA DMT Certificates shall be issued only to those individuals that meet the following criteria: 

• The student must hold a current offshore qualification in diving. This can be an LSS, LST, Diving Supervisor, or Diver qualification 
recognized by IMCA (which is at an offshore grade). 

• The student must hold a valid diving physical as suitable to go under pressure in a chamber. Sports diving physicals are not 
acceptable. Certificates for those not meeting the above criteria will not refer to IMCA in any way. 

• Note: Adding DMT endorsements to existing DCBC cards may require an additional fee paid to DCBC by the applicant, along with 
submission of their completed DMT course certificates. 

 
Prerequisites for NBDHMT: 

•  A “Fitness to Work in a Pressurized Setting” medical certificate. The applicant does not have to be deemed fit to dive. Rather, 
they should be considered medically fit to pressure-up in a recompression chamber.  

• A copy of an emergency medicine training (EMT) completion certification (must be current).  
(Reference: http://www.nbdhmt.org/forms/DMT_Resource_Manual.pdf) 

• After completion of the training course has been satisfactory undertaken the DMT can apply to take the DMT certification 
examination. (Note: There is a $125 application fee to take the NBDHMT exam—not included in the above course cost.) 

If you do not meet either category of these prerequisites for the course, you may request an interview with the course director to determine 
your eligibility to attend the course and receive appropriate certifications.  

Note: Please note that our Diver Medic program is NOT “PAY FOR PASS”. Your tuition guarantees your opportunity to sit through the didactic 
and practical portions of the course as well as take the final written and practical examinations for certification. This is a challenging course 
running 6 days per week and 6 hours per day. Candidates will need to plan for approximately 4 to 5 hours of self-study and reading beyond the 
curriculum requirements. 
 
Maximum class size is 12 students. This allows maximum time dedicated to practical skills and scenario-based training. 
 
Diver Medic Diagnostic Kit Contents: 

• Chamber Safe MILSPEC bag 
• Field Guide for the Diver Medic 
• Care of the Injured Diver 

Textbook 
• Stethoscope 
• Sphygmomanometer 

• Neurologic Diagnostic Tool 
• Reflex Hammer  
• Splint 
• Bandage 
• Nasophyangeal Airway kit 
• Orophyangeal Airway kit 

• Trauma Shears  
• Field ENT Kit with Otoscope 
• Tape 
• Cravat 
• Tourniquet 
• Air Release System 

 
The Full and Refresher DMT courses are scheduled 4 to 6 times per year (each).   

For information on class dates and availability call Divers Institute @ 1-800-6 DIVERS or email DMTcourse@diversinstitute.edu for 
questions about the course. Apply online at www.diversinstitute.edu under Advanced Training Programs to reserve a spot in the next 
class. Regarding financial questions about DMT, contact DIT for information. 
 

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING (NDT) INITIAL TRAINING CERTIFICATE COURSES 
 
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) is used in a huge variety of topside and underwater applications including testing and inspections in the 
marine industry (pipelines, ships, oil rigs, steel piles), airline/aerospace industry, automotive/motorcycle manufacturing, railroads, 
structural steel construction, windfarms/wind energy (both offshore & inland), rope access, and nuclear/power plants.   
 
DIT is able to host a series of 24-hour and 40-hour NDT initial training certificate courses taught to American Society of Non-
Destructive Testing (ASNT) Standards. ASNT Certification is the most recognized credential for NDT (Source: American Society for 
Non-Destructive Testing, www.asnt.org/MajorSiteSections/Certification).   
 
Courses may be scheduled by request on a variety of NDT methods including the commonly used disciplines such as: Ultrasonic 
Testing (UT I & II), Visual Testing (VT I & II), Magnetic Particle (MP) I & II and Dye Penetrant (PT) I & II.  

• A minimum of 5 registered students are required to schedule each course.  
• Courses are open to DIT graduates, students, divers, non-divers, and anyone interested in entry-level and advanced training 

in NDT with at least a high school diploma or GED. 
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• Courses cost $1200 per each 40 hours of training, with 50% ($600) due 3 weeks before the class start date to reserve your 
seat. Balance ($600) is due 24 hours prior to the first day of the course. 

• Additional details & brief descriptions about these scheduled-by-request NDT courses are available on our website at 
www.diversinstitute.edu/graduates/ndtcourses. If you are interested in scheduling an NDT course, please call DIT @ 1-800-6 
DIVERS or email NDTcourses@diversinstitute.edu for availability.  

 
LICENSING, APPROVALS AND MEMBERSHIPS 
 
ACCREDITATION 
The Divers Institute of Technology is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges (ACCSC). ACCSC is 
listed by the U.S. Department of Education as a nationally recognized accrediting agency.  
 
SUMMARY OF STANDARD OF ACCREDITATION 
Accepts only qualified applicants….Has specific job oriented training objectives…Offers organized, comprehensive training in current 
occupational practices…Provides an adequate, competent faculty with occupational experience…Provides necessary student 
services…Provides safe and sufficient facilities and equipment…Assures that graduates are qualified for employment…Has qualified 
administrators with records of integrity…Enrollment agreement clearly outlines the obligation of both the school and the student…Uses 
truthful advertisements and promotional materials…Maintains permanent student records…Is fair in all financial dealings and has a fair 
and equitable refund policy…Has continuing programs of self-improvement. 
 
ACCREDITATION, LICENSURES, APPROVALS, AUTHORIZATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 
ACCREDITED BY: 
ACCREDITING COMMISSION OF CAREER SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES (ACCSC) 
2101 Wilson Blvd, Suite 302, Arlington, VA 22201, (703) 247-4212, www.accsc.org 
 
Information on comparable programs can be obtained by contacting ACCSC. 
 
LICENSED BY: 
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD (WTECB). The School is licensed under Chapter 28C.10 
RCW. Inquiries or complaints regarding this or any other private vocational school may be made to the WTECB at 128-10th Avenue 
SW, Olympia, WA 98504-3105, (360) 709-4600, email: workforce@wtb.wa.gov; website: www.wtb.wa.gov  
 
APPROVED BY: 
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD (WTECB). DIT is approved for the training of eligible veterans. 
Eligible students may apply for Veterans Education and Training Benefits, Veterans Vocational Rehabilitation, or Survivor’s 
Dependent’s Educational Benefits. 
 
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD (WTECB). DIT is listed as an Eligible Training Provider 
enabling eligible students to apply for funding from a variety of State and Federal funding programs, including but not limited to 
Workforce Retraining and Trade Adjustment Act (TAA) funding. 
 
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD (WTECB). Selected programs of study at DIT are approved by 
the Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board's State Approving Agency (WTECB/SAA) for enrollment of those eligible to 
receive benefits under Title 38 and Title 10, USC.  Divers Institute of Technology does not and will not provide any commission, bonus, 
or other incentive payment based directly or indirectly on success in securing enrollment or financial aid to any persons or entities 
engaged in any student recruiting or admissions activities or in making decisions regarding the award of student financial assistance. 
 
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION for participation in Federal Financial Aid programs including the Pell Grant, 
Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant (SEOG), Stafford Loan, and Parent Loan for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) programs. 
 
AUTHORIZED BY: 
The school is authorized by Federal Law to enroll non-immigrant students in an M -1 status. 
 
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 

• American Society of Non-Destructive Testing (ASNT) 
• American Welding Society (AWS) 
• Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) 
• Divers Certification Board of Canada (DCBC) 
• International Diving Schools Association (IDSA) 
• International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA) 
• Historical Diving Society USA (HDSUSA) 
• National Association of Student Financial Aid 

Administrators (NASFAA) 

• National Association of Underwater Instructors (NAUI) 
• Northwest Career Colleges Federation (NWCCF) 
• Undersea Hyperbaric and Medical Society (UHMS) 
• Washington Financial Aid Association (WFAA) 
• Western Association of Student Financial Aid 

Administrators (WASFAA) 
 

 
Anyone desiring to review such documents of accreditation, state approval, or licensure documents may do so upon request, 
and in person, at the DIT business office.  Catalog certified as true and correct for content and policy.  
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LEGAL STATUS 

The Divers Institute of Technology is wholly owned and operated by D.I.T., L.L.C., a Washington Corporation formed by Jamestown 
Marine Services 80% and Bruce Banks 20%. D.I.T., L.L.C. assumes full responsibility for the educational agreement between the 
school and the student. The school is registered and licensed in the State of Washington to train and certify professional commercial 
divers. 

CONTACTING THE DIVERS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ADDRESS: 
1341 N. Northlake Way, Suite 150 
Seattle, WA 98103 

WEBSITE: 
www.diversinstitute.edu 

PHONE: 
1-800-6-DIVERS
206-783-5542

FAX: 
206-783-2658

WELCOME TO THE GREAT PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
Reflected in the waters of Puget Sound, and framed against the Cascade and Olympic Mountain Ranges, Seattle offers majestic beauty no 
matter which way you look. Seattle’s moderate climate and vibrant culture make it one of the nation’s most livable cities. 

The Divers Institute of Technology is located on North Lake Union, bordering the neighborhoods of Wallingford, Fremont, and the University 
District.  DIT students have the privilege of being trained in the natural waters of Lake Union and Lake Washington, both of which connect to a 
working commercial ship canal. These aquatic environments provide realistic, low-visibility training throughout the program.  

DRIVING DIRECTIONS FROM I-5 NORTH OR SOUTHBOUND 
Take Exit 169 for NE 45th St. Turn onto NE 45th, heading West (right turn if southbound, left if northbound). Follow NE 45th to Stone Way N. 
Turn left on Stone Way N. Follow Stone Way N. until you reach N. Northlake Way, and take a slight left to continue on N. Northlake Way. The 
Divers Institute of Technology’s training facility is located on the waterfront of North Lake Union between Gasworks Park and Tillicum Marina at 
1341 N. Northlake Way, Suite 150. It is a three-story blue and tan building located on the right hand side (lakeside) of the street. Divers 
Institute is located on the street level or Floor 1. 

PARKING 
Visitor parking is available along Northlake Way N, and also in the lower parking lot along the east side of the building. You may enter the 
building from the street or the parking lot. From the parking lot entrance simply go up one flight of stairs, or take the elevator to Floor 1 to reach 
the front office, or walk down the hallway from the street to reach the front desk. 

Be aware that internet maps do not necessarily give driving instructions that are correct or easy to follow in Seattle. More than one new arrival 
has gotten lost! Follow the above directions or call the school for accurate directions from your location.  

This school is licensed under Chapter 28C.10 RCW. Inquiries or complaints regarding this private vocational school may be directed to the: 
Workforce Board, 128 – 10th Ave. SW, Box 43105, Olympia, Washington 98504-3105 

Web: www.wtb.wa.gov 
Phone: (360) 709-4600 

E-Mail Address: workforce@wtb.wa.gov or pvsa@wtb.wa.gov

Consumer Information: http://www.diversinstitute.edu/about-us/consumer-information/ 
CATALOG CERTIFIED AS TRUE AND CORRECT FOR CONTENT AND POLICY. 
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DIVERS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
 

 

DIT congratulates you on your interest in our professional diving program. For those who qualify, this is a 
unique, challenging and rewarding career. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call 
Admissions at 1-800-6DIVERS. 

 
DIT has classes starting monthly as defined in these listed Class Schedules: 
*Updates to this Addendum will be made as soon as possible if dates need to change due to COVID-19. 

Class Orientation Start Graduate 
101-21 1/14/21 1/19/21 8/05/21 
102-21 2/11/21 2/16/21 9/02/21 
103-21 3/11/21 3/15/21 9/30/21 
104-21 4/08/21 4/12/21 10/28/21 
105-21 5/06/21 5/10/21 12/1/21 
106-21 6/03/21 6/07/21 12/28/21 
107-21 7/08/21 7/12/21 1/27/22 
108-21 8/05/21 8/09/21 2/24/22 
109-21 9/02/21 9/07/21 3/24/22 

110-21 9/30/21 10/04/21 4/21/22 
111-21 10/28/21 11/01/21 5/19/22 
112-21 11/29/21 12/01/21 06/16/22 

 

A mandatory orientation is scheduled prior to the class start date. Orientation includes an introduction to staff, instructors and a 
presentation and discussion about students succeeding while attending Divers Institute. Academic policies, school 
rules/regulations and equipment requirements will also be reviewed. New students will sign enrollment agreements, complete any 
remaining financial aid paperwork, take pictures for certifications/student ID card and receive curriculum materials. 

 

Our facilities include 28,732 square feet of dock and land-based facilities for water access, moorage of floating craft and 
submerged diving projects, plus over 12,083 square feet of classroom and office areas. From our dive vessel, the M/V Response, 
we have access to dive training sites to 215 feet deep in freshwater lakes and in the Puget Sound. In addition, the school utilizes 
several sites throughout the Puget Sound for surface-supplied dives at various depths and to expose the students to various in 
water environments. DIT also employs a closed pool at the beginning of SCUBA training to ensure student safety. In these facilities, 
which include two hyperbaric chambers, DIT students use up-to-date commercial equipment including Kirby Morgan and Gorski 
helmets, band masks and hot water suits, as well as underwater welding and burning equipment, video cameras, hydraulic and 
pneumatic tools. The classroom and office areas of campus include ADA accessible entrance to the main classroom building. 

 

Qualified applicants must apply for admission by completing the Application and submitting it to the school with the required 
application fee of $50.00. In gratitude for your service, the $50 application fee will be waived for all active duty military and veterans 
who complete an application. All tuition monies paid by an applicant will be refunded if requested in writing within five working business 
days after either making the initial application fee or signing the enrollment agreement, whichever date is sooner, as long as the applicant 
has not begun training. The Application consists of the Admission application and an official copy of your High School diploma or GED. 
The applicant must then contact the Financial Aid and/or Admissions Office to develop his or her payment plan and complete the 
Enrollment Agreement. A copy of a high school diploma or GED is required at the time of enrollment to process your enrollment. An 
ADCI dive physical exam must be completed prior to the first week of Chamber class. Refer to the catalog for the detailed 
qualifications and forms for the physical. Students must provide proof of personal medical insurance or sign up for WA State Apple Care by the end 
of the first week of class.  Divers Institute generally does not grant credit for prior education or experience, unless specially approved by the 
Director, and does not guarantee that credits earned at DIT can be transferred to another institution.  
COVID-19 POLICIES: See website https://www.diversinstitute.edu/ for DIT’s most current masking/vaccination/safety requirements.  

 

Tuition for the seven-month (900-hour) Professional Commercial Diving course is $25,900. Tuition will be $27,500 beginning with the 
January 2022 class onward. This amount covers all tuition and consumable items. Additional fees required are up to $4000.00 for 
diving equipment & books (Kindles) and $605.00-$693.00 for the diving physical. Note that the cost of the dive physical will vary per 
physician and medical clinic. This can be included in your cost of attendance for financing options. Federal Financial Aid is available for 
those who qualify, and the Divers Institute program is approved for Veteran training. Course descriptions are in the catalog. Please 
contact the DIT Admissions Department with any questions regarding the course schedules or descriptions.  
*Note: Corresponding with tuition rates, the day rate/make-up rate for training will be $250.00 per day. 

ADDENDUM TO THE 2021 CATALOG AS OF 9.17.2021 

MANDATORY ORIENTATION 

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

ENROLLMENT APPLICATION PROCESS 

TUITION 
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 CORE DIVING PROGRAM CURRICULUM OUTLINE  
SCUBA: As of 2019, a commercial SCUBA certificate is required to meet the international diver certification requirements. Divers 
Institute’s SCUBA Program is certified and conducted under the direction of NAUI and in compliance with Health & Safety Executive 
(HSE) and Canadian Standards Association (CSA) requirements for Commercial SCUBA. Students completing their SCUBA 
training at DIT will receive a NAUI Open Water SCUBA Diver Certification card and a NAUI Nitrox (EANX) Program card in addition 
to completing Commercial SCUBA qualifications. 

 
Commercial SCUBA training will cover the following subject areas: Use of full face masks & in-water communications, swimming 
skills, watermanship test (450-yard surface swim), pre- and post-dive skills (equipment knowledge); surface, underwater, 
ascent/decent, emergency and dive planning skills and procedures; documentation knowledge and open water skills including open 
water dives to a maximum of 30m and continued evaluation of diving proficiency. 

Alternative Training will be provided while under COVID-19 limitations as needed if NAUI SCUBA is not available. 
 

 ALTERNATE COURSE DELIVERY/ONLINE PROGRAM INFORMATION DURING   COVID-19  
To facilitate safe and ongoing course delivery during the COVID-19 situation, DIT was approved temporarily by WTECB to 
provide alternate course delivery/online delivery of classroom theory courses within the Commercial Diving Program to 
students. To ensure continuity in training, existing course instructors will continue to teach transferrable portions of their 
modules/courses online. Students may contact their instructors via email and phone for the duration of this delivery model. DIT 
will communicate to students via Text Alerts, email and phone to ensure their access to administrative staff and student 
services. If multiple parts of the program delivery will be affected, each student participating in Online/Distance Education 
delivery will sign an Addendum to their Enrollment Agreement to document this training delivery update. All students enrolled 
for online delivery will receive this updated Addendum to the Catalog and a copy of the expanded DIT Policies for Distance 
Education/Online course delivery. Hands-on labs, diving and projects have been reinstated and continue under current State 
guidance & approval for in-person training with COVID-19 safety protocols. DIT is not approved for ongoing online program 
delivery & this alternative will be discontinued as of 12/21/2021. If a student tests positive for COVID-19, they will not be 
allowed to attend class & may need to rollback into the nearest class behind them with available space. Note: this could mean 
that the student’s time to complete the program will be extended beyond 7 months. 

 

 FOREIGN STUDENT INFORMATION  
The following information is directed to all prospective students from outside the United States: Divers Institute of Technology trains strictly 
to the standards as set forth by the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and administered by the Divers Certification Board of Canada 
(DCBC). These standards meet and exceed the consensus standards of the Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) and are 
accepted worldwide. Classes are conducted entirely in English. Students must be sufficiently proficient in the English language to be able to 
comprehend and discuss technical terms and applications. DIT uses an outside accredited agency (Foundation for International Services 
https://www.fis-web.com/) to evaluate any foreign high school diplomas for equivalency to a U.S. diploma/GED. When determined 
eligible and accepted to attend DIT, a certificate of eligibility (I-20 Student Visa Application) will be mailed directly to you. Please contact a 
Divers Institute Admissions Specialist for further information. 

 

 PERSONAL EXPENSES:  
Equipment: All students are required to have personal dive gear, including: a dry suit and/or wet suit, weight belt with weights, fins, 
mask, snorkel, boots, hood, gloves, knife, snap shackle, safety harness, chaffing boots, coveralls, swim suit, work gloves, gear bag, 
watch, and an underwater flashlight with batteries. A full list of required gear is provided to students at Orientation and is available on 
the DIT website. The cost of gear and books (Kindles) is up to $4000. Please note that students pursuing CSA certification are required 
to possess a dry suit with inflation whip. If you would like to waive the gear charge, please see the Financial Aid Department for the 
required form and subsequent information. 

 
Housing: When relocating to Seattle to attend DIT, your Admissions Representative can provide you with resources for housing 
rentals and connect you with classmates who are looking for roommates. Rent for shared housing can range from $650 to $975 per 
person per month for shared living and $995 to $1195 for a micro studio or single occupancy. Most landlords also require a deposit. 

 
Employment While at School: Many of the DIT students work part time while in our program. Your Admissions Representative can 
assist DIT students in identifying potential local employers. 

 
Diving Physical: DIT requires that an Association of Diving Contractors International (ADCI) Dive Physical must be completed. 
These forms are available at DIT or online at www.adc-int.org. Diving Physicals completed through the military or other organizations 
must at a minimum include the required tests for the ADCI. All Dive Physicals are subject to review by Dr. Rod Hagerman, DIT Medical 
Director. Please note that this is a student expense and is not covered by the school but can be included in your financial funding 
package. The required forms are available from the Admissions department. The applicant must completely fill out the first two pages 
(medical history) and present all four pages to the physician. Physical examinations must be conducted no more than three months 
prior to your class start date and the results must be received by DIT no later than the second week of training. Completed Examination 
Forms must be marked approved and signed by a certified, Level 1 hyperbaric physician. 

 
Medical Insurance: Incoming students must provide proof of personal medical insurance or sign up for WA State Apple Care by the end of the 
first week of class. Although DIT does not provide medical insurance for students, we can assist with getting students signed up for a policy. On 
Orientation Day, the Student Services team can provide you with information about obtaining an insurance policy. 
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NON-ACCREDITED PROGRAMS/VETERANS PRORATA REFUND POLICY:  
1. Registration Fee-N/A 
2. Breakage Fee-N/A 
3. Consumable Instruction Supplies-the kit is not issued until the start of class and is included in the cost of the course. 
4. Books, Supplies, and Equipment: 

A. A refund will be made in full for the amount of the charge for unissued books, supplies and equipment when there is a 
prorate refund to tuition (books are included in the total cost). 

B. Veterans may dispose of issued items at his or her discretion even if they were included in the total charge payable to 
the school for the course. 

5. Tuition and other charges: If the school has established a policy for the refund of the unused portion of tuition, fees, and other 
charges subject to proration, which is more favorable to the veteran or eligible person that the approximate pro rata basis as 
provided in this subparagraph, such established policy will be applicable. Otherwise, the school may charge a sum which does 
not vary more than 10% from the exact prorate portion of the course to its total length. The exact proration will be determined 
on the ratio of the number of days of instruction completed by the student to the total number of instructional days in the 
course. 

6. In the event that the veteran, spouse, surviving spouse, or child fails to enter the course, or withdraws, or is discontinued there 
at any time prior to completing of the course, the unused portion of the tuition, fees, and other charges paid by the individual 
shall be refunded promptly within 45 days. 

 
Completion and Placement Rate: Of the 266 students available for graduation at DIT between June 2018 and May 2019, 240 
students, or 90%, completed their training and graduated. Of the 230 students available for placement between June 2018 and 
May 2019, 198 graduates (86%) are gainfully employed in the commercial diving industry. (DIT’s placement rates are verified 
internally and by a third-party verifier). 

 
DIT DAILY HOURS OF OPERATION: MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, 7 AM-4PM. 

*In case of covid-19 schedule changes, the daily hours of operation will be adjusted as needed to 
accommodate shifts of classes between 5:30 am and 10 pm. 

Student Holiday Schedule 
MLK Day 1/18/2021 
President’s Day 2/15/2021 
Memorial Day 5/31/2021 
Summer Break 7/2-7/11/2021 
Independence Day 7/4/2021

  Labor Day 9/6/2021 
Veterans Day 11/11/2021 
Thanksgiving 11/25/2020 – 11/26/2021 
Christmas Break 12/24– 12/26/2021 
New Year’s Day 01/01/2022 

 

 DIVERS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MEDICAL DIRECTOR  
Capt. Rodney Hagerman, DO, MPH, MSHS, FAAFP, FACHE, UMO/DMO serves as DIT Medical Director. He is certified in Diving and 
Hyperbaric Medicine by the Undersea Hyperbaric Medical Society (UHMS)/National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (N.O.A.A.). 
He is the Senior Medical Officer overseeing 3 submarine platforms, 2 dive lockers, and 5 individual detachments in Bangor, WA and has 
provided more than 20 years of medical service as the Undersea Medical Officer, Submarine Medical Officer and Senior Medical Officer 
within his Naval career and in civilian settings. He also trained as the Saturation Diving Medical Officer at the Naval Diving and Salvage 
Training Center Experimental Diving Unit (EDU) in Panama City, FL and as a Flight Surgeon at the Naval Aerospace Medical Institute in 
Pensacola, FL. Applicants’ dive physicals are subject to review by Dr. Hagerman. 

 
Dr. Edmond Kay, M.D., F.A.A.C., serves as diving medical consultant for DIT. He is certified in Diving and Hyperbaric Medicine by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (N.O.A.A.). Dr. Kay is one of only two H.S.E. Diving Medical Examiners in the United 
States providing deep sea (saturation) diving medical exams, as specified by the Health and Safety Executive of the United Kingdom. 

 

 OUR PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED FACULTY AND STAFF  
John Paul Johnston – Executive Director 
Mr. Johnston assumed the position as Executive Director of the Divers Institute of Technology upon his retirement from the U.S. Navy 
where he served as an enlisted Saturation Diver and Diving Officer. During his distinguished 30-year career, John Paul was a member 
of the Navy’s deepest diving team, reaching a depth of 1800’ at the Navy Experimental Diving Unit in Panama City, FL and participated 
in several major diving and salvage projects. He commanded one of the Navy’s largest diving and salvage ships, the USS EDENTON 
(ATS – 1). While in command, the EDENTON conducted the first efforts towards salvaging pieces of the Civil War Ironclad USS Monitor. 
Additionally, he completed several assignments involving research, development, testing and evaluation of new diving equipment and 
systems. 

 
Jim Bernacki – Director of Operations  
Jim is a Chicago, Illinois native with a career background in welding and ironwork. He graduated from DIT in 1993. Jim spent more than 
10 years as a commercial diver in the Inland diving industry in Hawaii and around Washington State as a lead diver and underwater 
welder before establishing his own topside welding company. A U.S. Navy veteran, Jim also taught Welding at Lake Washington Technical 
College before joining the DIT faculty in 2011 as the Lead Welding Instructor. To credit his professionalism and experience as a trade 
educator, Jim was honored by the Northwest Career Colleges Federation (NWCCF) as the 2017 Instructor of the Year. Jim stays current 
with industry and its advances, knowing that the industry will always be evolving with technology and that there will always be work 
wherever there is water. 



 

Daniel Matthes – Director of Training (dmatthes@diversinstitute.edu) 
Daniel was born and raised in Tome, NM, a small farm town of less than 2000 people nestled along the Rio Grande Valley on the 
foothills of the Manzano Mountains. He came to DIT right after high school and served as DIT class president for 106-06, later adding 
General Studies at Lonestar College in Houston and General Studies/Lab Assistant at the University of New Mexico. Daniel first worked 
deep water platform support with Epic Divers and Marine, eventually moving over to the shallow water pipeline support sector with G&G 
Marine. The majority of his dives were conducted in the blackout conditions of the “mud hole” part of the Gulf. The work is very similar 
to that of an offshore diver; however, crews operate closer to that of the Inland sector, so Daniel’s experience shows how 
interconnected these sides of the industry can be. He began supervising full time in mid-2013 before making the transition to Seattle to 
join the DIT family in August 2017. 

 
Jake Dow – Director of Placement (jobplacement@diversinstitute.edu)  
DIT graduate of 2006 and Offshore commercial diver/instructor Jake Dow is heading up DIT’s Job Placement Team, which includes 
instructors with industry connections and staff who assist students with resume and interview preparation. We communicate with 
Commercial Diving companies nationwide and internationally about openings for DIT graduates. Jake’s 7 years in the offshore sector and 
7.5 years at DIT have him well connected to the industry as a liaison for DIT grads and companies Check out Dit Job Placement on 
Facebook too!  

 
Andre Ninaud - Vessel Captain 
Mr. Ninaud holds a US Coast Guard license 100-ton master/ 1600 mate. Mr. Ninaud has worked in the fishing industry all over Alaska for 
nearly 20 years. He then joined Clipper Navigation running fast catamarans to Canada for 10 years. He also has operated various other 
vessels before joining the DIT staff. 

 
 

Jadon Anderson  
Jim Bernacki  
Randy Busby 

Jason Conover 
Peter Coyne 

Colton Dillman 
Sean Day 

Instructor & Life Support Team 
Jake Dow  

Mike Hemion 
Dennis Johnston 
Caitlin Lemmons 
Melanie Lyman  
Mark Martinez 
Daniel Matthes 

Bradley Peterson 

 
Mike “Doc” Redeen 

Keith Riggins 
 Nick Robinson 

Robert Roe 
Alex Sessions 

Dakota Siamis-Blakely 
  Swavek Wozniak 
 

 

 THE DIVERS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY’S ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF  
The Administrative Staff at Divers Institute does everything in its power to help students succeed at DIT. Please feel free to contact the 
office with questions regarding commercial diving, enrollment in the school, financial aid, placement, or any other questions about 
Divers Institute. 

 
Admissions: 
Jairlyn Volentine – Director of Admissions (jvolentine@diversinstitut.edu) Katy Everson – Website & Marketing Coordinator 
Relena McAuliff– Admissions Specialist (rmcauliff@diversinsitute.edu)   keverson@diversinstitute.edu  
Joey Rieg – Admissions Specialist (jrieg@diversinstitute.edu)   Laurene Camacho – Front Desk 

 
Financial Aid: 
Caycee Clark – Director of Financial Aid/ VA Certifying Officer (cclark@diversinstitute.edu, 206-783-5542) 
Shannon Faleafine – Associate Financial Aid Director / VA Certifying Officer (sfaleafine@diversinstitute.edu, 206-783-5542) 
Sarah Kirschner - Financial Aid Administrator / VA Certifying Officer (skirschner@diversinstitute.edu, 206-783-5542) 
Freddie Perez – Financial Aid Compliance Manager 

 
Compliance: 
Michelle Perrigo – Director of Compliance & Administration / Title IX Officer (titleix@diversinsitute.edu) 
Gary Davis – Student Records Specialist (registrar@diversinstitute.edu)  

 
Business Office: 
Jacquie Schott – Director of Finance & HR Jeff Chinberg – Accounts Receivable 
Debbie Paulsen – Accounts Payable 

 
 NORTHWEST DIVE SUPPLY STAFF  
The Northwest Dive Supply staff members are trained commercial divers and/or experienced divers equipped with the knowledge to 
outfit our students appropriately. Contact them at 206.582.5346 if you have any questions or concerns. 

 
Dawn Brown – Procurement & Inventory Control Manager Kennedy Bailey – Dive Shop Manager 
Mark Martinez – Retail Associate 
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